®

Keep the conversation moving.
Introducing MultiGeneration by Knoll®
A multipurpose chair that lets you sit how you want.
MultiGeneration by Knoll encourages collaboration with a responsive, open design that supports
multiple postures and a diversity of people in shared, team and large group environments.
Recognizing that we fidget—from tapping our feet to twirling our pens—to keep us alert and
engaged, Formway Design gave MultiGeneration form and function that encourage natural
movement, allowing us to focus, interact and communicate more effectively.

sithowyouwant.com

Compatible by design. MultiGeneration extends the benefits of the award-winning Generation by Knoll® work chair,
pictured center left, promoting comfort and freedom of movement in collaborative work settings.
Two MultiGeneration models—the stacking chair, far left and far right, and the hybrid chair, center and center right—
support a variety of applications, from guest seating to meeting areas and large multifunction spaces, for a wide
range of corporate, education and healthcare organizations.
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Open to collaboration.
MultiGeneration allows you to fidget to focus, keeping you energized for more
effective communication.
Sitting doesn’t have to be a static state. MultiGeneration provides the right balance
of responsiveness and support with four innovative features.
Open design for 270° sitting
· Full, curved back allows for upper body movement and supports the lower
back for upright, interactive postures
· Gently contoured seat with rounded corners lets you shift positions easily
· Cantilevered arms feature contoured arm pads to lean against when side sitting
Passive flex encourages natural movement
· Flexing shell promotes comfort and movement
· Perforated back provides airflow
Rolled top edge for ease-of-use
· An armrest for side sitting
· A handle for easy transport
Unique hybrid chair design combines comfort and mobility
· A buoyant, cantilevered form meets a 4-leg construction with the option of casters
· The Dynamic Seat Structure creates an active ride for enhanced performance

Freedom for every body.
MultiGeneration removes the
constraints of the typical static side
chair, encouraging free expression,
creativity and engagement at
work. The hybrid chair features an
innovative Dynamic Seat Structure
that adds comfort and performance.
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Multiply your options.
MultiGeneration is compatible in a variety of spaces.
MultiGeneration offers a breadth of diverse aesthetic choices to support your workplace needs. Choose from six shell colors and three
standard finishes—plus the option of chrome for the hybrid chair—as well as an upholstered seat pad option available in nine Generation
Fabric colors and many KnollTextiles fabrics.
With its lightweight, inventive use of materials to deliver performance, MultiGeneration is sustainably designed. It is SMaRT© Sustainable
Gold, BIFMA level® 3 and GREENGUARD Children & Schools certified and can contribute to achieving LEED® points.
SM

NEW IMAGE?
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Knoll Office Seating

Frame finishes

Shell finishes

RD

Dark Red

YW

Yellow

WH

GY

Off White

DG

Grey

Dark Grey

ON

Onyx

Generation
Fabric

2

Black

01
Storm

03
Pebble

04
Desert

05
Lemongrass

06
Espresso

07
Firecracker

08
Bluemarine

09
Onyx

3

Metallic Grey

10
Olive

multigen_broch_d.eps

25.6"

21.4"

25.6"

21.9"

4

Silver

33.6"

33.9"
17.3"

Stacking chair

17.3"

Hybrid chair

C

Chrome (hybrid only)

Stacking dolly
The stacking
chair stacks up
to 6-high on the
floor, 10-high
on a dolly for
easy transport
and storage.

Tablet arm and
bookbasket
Great for
training rooms
and educational
settings
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Keep the conversation moving.
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